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Abstract
The Clique Problem has a reduction to the Maximum Flow Network Interdiction
Problem. We review the reduction to evolve a polynomial time algorithm for
the Clique Problem. A computer program in C language has been written to
validate the easiness of the algorithm.
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1. Introduction
A clique in an undirected graph G = (V,E) is a subset V
′
⊂ V of vertices,
each pair of which is connected by an edge in E . In other words, a clique is
a complete subgraph of G. The size of a clique is the number of vertices it
contains. The clique problem is the optimization problem of finding a clique
of maximum size in a graph. As a decision problem, we ask simply whether a
clique of a given size K exists in the graph. The maximum clique problem arose
in the following real-world setting. Consider a social network, where the graph’s
vertices represent people, and the graph’s edges represent mutual acquaintance.
To find a largest subset of people who all know each other.
Although complete subgraphs have been studied for longer in mathematics, the
term ”clique” and the problem of algorithmically listing cliques both come from
the social sciences, where complete subgraphs are used to model social cliques,
groups of people who all know each other. The ”clique” terminology comes
from Luce & Perry (1949)[16], and the first algorithm for solving the clique
problem is that of Harary & Ross (1957)[9],who were motivated by the sociolog-
ical application. Since the work of Harary and Ross, many others have devised
algorithms for various versions of the clique problem. In the 1970s, the com-
plexity issue of the clique problem appeared in most of the papers. For instance
the work of Tarjan & Trojanowski (1977)[23] is an early work on the worst-
case complexity of the maximum clique problem. Also in the 1970s, beginning
with the work of Cook (1971)[5] and Karp (1972)[14], researchers began finding
mathematical justification for the perceived difficulty of the clique problem in
the theory of NP-completeness and related intractability results. In the 1990s,
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a breakthrough series of papers beginning with Feige et al. (1991)[8] reported
at the time in major newspapers, showed that it is not even possible to approx-
imate the problem accurately and efficiently. The simplest nontrivial case of
the clique-finding problem is finding a triangle in a graph, or equivalently deter-
mining whether the graph is triangle-free. In a graph with m edges, there may
be at most O(m3/2) triangles; the worst case occurs when G is itself a clique.
Therefore, algorithms for listing all triangles must take at least O(m3/2) time in
the worst case, and algorithms are known that match this time bound. For in-
stance, Chiba & Nishizeki (1985)[4] describe an algorithm that sorts the vertices
in order from highest degree to lowest and then iterates through each vertex V
in the sorted list, looking for triangles that include V and do not include any
previous vertex in the list. To do so the algorithm marks all neighbors of V ,
searches through all edges incident to a neighbor of V outputting a triangle for
every edge that has two marked endpoints, and then removes the marks and
deletes V from the graph. As the authors show, this algorithm runs in time
O(m3/2).
If one desires only a single triangle, or an assurance that the graph is triangle-
free, faster algorithms are possible. As Itai & Rodeh (1978)[10] observe, the
graph contains a triangle if and only if its adjacency matrix and the square of
the adjacency matrix contain nonzero entries in the same cell; therefore, fast ma-
trix multiplication techniques such as the Coppersmith-Winograd algorithm[6]
can be applied to find triangles in time O(n2.376), which may be faster than
O(m3/2) for sufficiently dense graphs. Alon, Yuster & Zwick (1994)[1] have
improved the O(m3/2) algorithm for finding triangles to O(m1.41) by using fast
matrix multiplication. This idea of using fast matrix multiplication to find tri-
angles has also been extended to problems of finding k-cliques for larger values
of k. By a result of Moon & Moser (1965)[18], any n-vertex graph has at most
3n/3 maximal cliques. The Bron-Kerbosch algorithm is a recursive backtracking
procedure of Bron & Kerbosch (1973)[2] that augments a candidate clique by
considering one vertex at a time, either adding it to the candidate clique or to
a set of excluded vertices that cannot be in the clique but must have some non-
neighbor in the eventual clique; variants of this algorithm can be shown to have
worst-case running time O(3n/3). Therefore, this provides a worst-case-optimal
solution to the problem of listing all maximal independent sets; further, the
Bron-Kerbosch algorithm has been widely reported as being faster in practice
than its alternatives.
As Tsukiyama et al. (1977)[26] showed, it is also possible to list all maximal
cliques in a graph in an amount of time that is polynomial per generated clique.
An algorithm such as theirs in which the running time depends on the output
size is known as an output-sensitive algorithm. On the basis of this principle,
they show that all maximal cliques in G may be generated in time O(mn) per
clique, where m is the number of edges in G and n is the number of vertices;
Chiba & Nishizeki (1985)[4] improve this to O(ma) per clique, where a is the
arboricity of the given graph. Makino & Uno (2004)[17] provide an alternative
output-sensitive algorithm based on fast matrix multiplication, and Johnson &
Yannakakis (1988)[12] show that it is even possible to list all maximal cliques
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in lexicographic order with polynomial delay per clique, although the reverse of
this order is NP-hard to generate. It is possible to find the maximum clique, or
the clique number, of an arbitrary n-vertex graph in time O(3n/3) = O(1.4422n)
by using one of the algorithms described above to list all maximal cliques in the
graph and returning the largest one. However, for this variant of the clique
problem better worst-case time bounds are possible. The algorithm of Tarjan
& Trojanowski (1977)[23] solves this problem in time O(2n/3) = O(1.2599n);
it is a recursive backtracking scheme similar to that of the Bron-Kerbosch al-
gorithm, but is able to eliminate some recursive calls when it can be shown
that some other combination of vertices not used in the call is guaranteed to
lead to a solution at least as good. Jian (1986) [11] improved this to O(20.304n)
= O(1.2346n). Robson (1986)[22] improved this to O(20.276n) = O(1.2108n)
time at the expense of greater space usage, by a similar backtracking scheme
with a more complicated case analysis, together with a dynamic programming
technique in which the optimal solution is precomputed for all small connected
subgraphs of the complement graph and these partials solutions are used to
shortcut the backtracking recursion. The fastest algorithm known today is due
to Robson (2001) which runs in time O(20.249n) = O(1.1888n)[13]. Although
this brute-force search can be improved by more efficient algorithms, all of these
algorithms take exponential time to solve the problem. Much of the recent work
includes branch and bound, local search and greedy algorithms [20, 19, 7, 25,
24, 15, 3]. Therefore, much of the theory about the clique problem is devoted
to identifying special types of graph that admit more efficient algorithms, or
to establishing the computational difficulty of the general problem in various
models of computation.
In the present work we propose a simple algorithm to solve the clique problem
in polynomial time. Our algorithm is based on the reduction of the Clique Prob-
lem to the Maximum Flow Network Interdiction Problem (MFNIP). MFNIP is
also known as NP-complete problem. The maximum flow network interdiction
problem (MFNIP) takes place on a network with a designated source node and a
sink node. The objective is to choose a subset of arcs to delete, without exceed-
ing the budget that minimizes the maximum flow that can be routed through
the network induced on the remaining arcs. The special case of MFNIP when
the interdiction cost of every arc is same is known as the Cardinality Maxi-
mum Flow Network Interdiction Problem (CMFNIP) [21]. Wood [21] reduced
the Clique Problem to a simpler form of CMFNIP to proved CMFNIP strongly
NP-complete problem. We name this simpler form of CMFNIP, P-CMFNIP.
In this paper we solve P-CMFNIP in polynomial time. Clique problem has a
reduction to P-CMFNIP. Therefore we get a polynomial time solution to the
clique problem also. In section 2 we review the reduction of the clique problem
to P-CMFNIP. In section 3 we observe the simplicity of P-CMFNIP to solve
it in polynomial time. In section 4 we propose a polynomial time algorithm to
solve P-CMFNIP. In section 5 we propose a polynomial time solution to the
Clique Problem (decision). In section 6 we propose a polynomial time solution
to the Maximum Clique Problem (Optimization). Section 7 is about conclusion.
3
2-Reduction of the Clique Problem
In this section we review the reduction used by Wood [21] in section 3. The
figure 2.1
clique problem (decision) [21] is given as; given an undirected graph H = (V,E)
and a positive constant K , does there exists a subgraph of H (complete graph)
which is a clique on K vertices? Here V is the set of nodes and E is the set of
arcs. Clique of size K is a complete subgraph of H on K vertices i.e. K ⊂ V
such that every two nodes in it are connected by some arc in E. For a given
undirected graph H = (V,E) the reduction given by Wood[21] is as follows
figure 2.1
Wood[21] reduced the undirected graph (figure 2.1) to the capacitated network
(figure 3.1). The capacitated network consists four node sets say V1, V2, V3 and
V4. For each arc in E (figure 2.1) a node is constructed in node set V2 (figure
3.1). For each node in V (figure 2.1) a node is constructed in node set V3 (figure
3.1). Node set V1 consists a single node known as source node s. Similarly
node ser V4 consists a single node known as sink node t. Every node in V3 is
connected to exactly two nodes in V4 (the idea is that one arc connects exactly
two nodes). Every node in V2 is connected to source node s and every node
in V3 is connected to sink node t. The interdiction cost of every arc is 1. The
arc capacity of every arc connecting source node to V2 has capacity 2, every arc
connecting V2 to V3 has capacity 1, and every arc connecting V3 to sink node
t has capacity 1. Wood [21] proved Lemma1 and Lemma2 in section 3 [16] to
show that figure 2.1 contains a clique of size K if and only if the interdiction
of R = |E| − CK2 arcs connecting source node s to V1 yields the maximum
flow of K units in the remaining network. Clique problem is NP-complete [14].
P-CMFNIP is the simple version of MFNIP having reduction from the clique
problem. Therefore based on this reduction Wood [21] proved that MFNIP is
a strongly NP-complete problem. In next section we observe this capacitated
network, which is a simpler form of CMFNIP, to devise an algorithm.
3- The Simplicity of P-CMFNIP
In this section we define a simpler interdiction problem named as P-CMFNIP
(figure 3.1)
We impose restrictions on MFNIP to make it a simple problem named as P-
CMFNIP.
Let’s consider a directed capacitated network (figure 3.1). It has only four node
sets say V1, V2, V3 and V4. The nodes of any node set are connected to next
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figure 3.1
node set only. Therefore there are arcs connecting nodes from V1 to V2, V2 to
V3 and V3 to V4 only. We have no arcs connecting any other combination of
the node sets. V1 consists of a single node known as source node s. Similarly
V4 consists of a single node known as the sink node t. The interdiction cost of
every arc is 1. The capacity of every arc connecting V1 to V2 is 2 units. The
capacity of each of the remaining arc is 1 unit. Given the interdiction budget
R we are required to interdict arcs connecting V1 and V2 only so that the flow
induced in the remaining network is minimum. Furthermore the interdiction
budget R can assume the positive integer values only.
We observe further that the maximum flow in the network is equal to the number
of vertices in V3 in figure 3.1 (Referred to lemma 1 in section 3 by Wood [21])
Suppose we are required to interdict arcs connecting source node to V2 only. A
unit flow can be reduced by interdicting a node from V3. Any node from V3
can be interdicted by interdicting all arcs incident on it which in turn can be
interdicted by interdicting respective nodes form V2. Interdiction of any node
from V2 is equivalent to the interdiction of arc connecting that node to the
source node. Now we state the problem as under
Given the interdiction budget R we are required to interdict arcs connecting
source node to V2 so that the flow in the remaining network is minimum. It
has already been mentioned that the interdiction cost of every arc connecting
source node to V2 is 1.
Therefore the problem can be presented as the problem of interdicting nodes
from V3. Each node having flow of 1 unit and the interdiction cost of any node
from V3 is equal to the incoming degree of that node (figure 3.1). For instance
in figure 3.1 we have four nodes in V3 and their respective interdiction costs are
2, 3, 3 and 2. Contribution of every node in V3 to the flow in the network (figure
3.1) is 1 unit. Therefore the problem is further simplified as the problem of
removing the maximum number of objects within the given budget where each
object has a cost of removal. But it is further observed in figure 3.1 that the
individual interdiction costs of node1 and node2 are 2 and 3 respectively, but
their simultaneous interdiction cost is 4 instead of 5. This is because node a in
V2 is connected to both node1 and node2 in V3. It is evident from the reduction
mentioned in section 2 that any pair of node in V3 can have at most one node
common in V2 ( The idea is that one arc is connected by two nodes exactly).
Therefore out of the given objects we will have some pairs having interdiction
cost c1 + c2 − 1 in place of c1 + c2, where c1 and c2 are the individual costs of
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the objects.
4-Polynomial time algorithm for P-CMFNIP
We devise the algorithm by creating two sets namely S and T . The set T
contains all objects associated with their interdiction cost. The set S contains
all possible pairs of objects associated with their simultaneous interdiction cost.
We pick the element from S having least interdiction cost. We remove that
element from S if its interdiction cost is within the given interdiction budget R.
Same objects are removed from set T also. The sets S and T are updated by
deleting these elements. The interdiction budget R is also updated by subtract-
ing the interdiction cost of the objects removed. If it’s not possible to remove
any element from S we remove an element from T and update T , S and R as
earlier. By this procedure we remove as many elements as possible from S and
T within the given budget. We stop as soon as no further removal of elements
is possible. The number of elements remained in the set T finally give the flow
in the network after interdiction.
The interdiction cost of any object a is given by ca and the element appears in
set T as a/ca. Similarly the simultaneous interdiction cost of two objects a and
b is given by ca + cb − 1 and the element appears in S as a+ b/ca + cb − 1.
For given interdiction budget R the steps of the algorithms are given as under
Given
T = {a/ca, b/cb, c/cc, d/cd · · · .}
S = {a+ b/ca + cb − 1, b+ c/cb + cc − 1, b+ d/cb + cd − 1 · · · .}
R
Repeat
Step1
Take minimum x+ y/cx + cy − 1 ∈ S
If cx + cy − 1 ≤ R
S ← S − (x+ y/cx + cy − 1)
T ← T − x/cx − y/cy
R← R− cx − cy
else go to step 2
Step2
Take minimum x/cx ∈ T
If cx ≤ R
T ← T − x/cx
S ← S − (x+ i/cx + ci − 1)∀i
R← R− cx
else go to step 3
Step3
Find out |T |
In set S out of n objects we can have at most Cn2 pairs which are always less than
n2. Rest of the steps involve simple operations of taking minimum, comparison
and decision which are always polynomial in n. The whole procedure removes
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the element of least interdiction cost first from S and then from T . Clearly the
looping in step1 and step2 can not have more than 2n terms.
5-Polynomial time algorithm for the Clique Problem (Decision)
In this algorithm we propose a polynomial time algorithm for the clique
problem namely ”Poly-Clique”. The decision version of the problem Clique is
given as under
Given an undirected graph H = (V,E) and a positive integer K. Does there
exist a subgraph of H which is a clique (complete graph ) on K vertices. Based
on the reduction mentioned in section 2 and algorithm given in section 4 we
can have a direct polynomial time algorithm for the clique problem (decision).
We take all nodes in the given undirected graph H = (V,E) as objects and
the total degree of any node ( total number of arcs connected to any node )
as the interdiction cost of that node. We create a set T by taking all objects
with their associated interdiction costs. We create a set S by taking pairs of all
those nodes which are connected by some arc in E. In S every pair is associated
with its simultaneous interdiction cost. The simultaneous interdiction cost of
any pair is 1 unit less than the sum of individual interdiction costs.
Referred to lemma2 in section 3 byWood[21]: the given undirected graph (figure
2.1) contains a clique of size K if and only if the reduced network (figure 3.1)
has maximum flow K after interdiction, the interdiction budget R is given by
R = |E| − CK
2
. Therefore we take the interdiction budget R = |E| − CK
2
. The
other notations have their usual meaning as mentioned in section 4. The steps
of the algorithm ”Poly-Clique” are given as under:
Given
T = {a/ca, b/cb, c/cc, d/cd · · · .}
S = {a+ b/ca + cb − 1, b+ c/cb + cc − 1, b+ d/cb + cd − 1 · · · .}
R = |E| − CK
2
Repeat
Step1
Take minimum x+ y/cx + cy − 1 ∈ S
If cx + cy − 1 ≤ R
S ← S − (x+ y/cx + cy − 1)
T ← T − x/cx − y/cy
R← R− cx − cy
else go to step 2
Step2
Take minimum x/cx ∈ T
If cx ≤ R
T ← T − x/cx
S ← S − (x+ i/cx + ci − 1)∀i
R← R− cx
else go to step 3
Step3
Find out |T |
If |T | = K then H contains a clique of size K otherwise not
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All steps of ”Poly-Clique” run in polynomial time as we have shown in section
4.
6-Polynomial time algorithm for the clique problem (optimization)
Clique problem as an optimization problem is known as the ”Maximum
Clique Problem”. In the Maximum Clique Problem, given an undirected graph
H = (V,E), we have to find the clique of maximum size. Clearly a clique of
size greater than |V | is not possible so we solve Poly-Clique by taking K = |V |
here. If we get a clique of size |V | then obviously it’s a clique of maximum size.
If we do not get a clique of size |V | then we repeat the procedure by taking
K = |V | − 1. In any undirected graph the clique of size 2 is trivial. Therefore
the algorithm can have looping for n − 2 steps at most. Which is polynomial
in n where n is the number of objects and n = |V |. The steps of the algorithm
are given as under:
Given
T = {a/ca, b/cb, c/cc, d/cd · · · .}
S = {a+ b/ca + cb − 1, b+ c/cb + cc − 1, b+ d/cb + cd − 1 · · · .}
K = |V |
R = |E| − CK2
Repeat
Step1
Take minimum x+ y/cx + cy − 1 ∈ S
If cx + cy − 1 ≤ R
S ← S − (x+ y/cx + cy − 1)
T ← T − x/cx − y/cy
R← R− cx − cy
else go to step 2
Step2
Take minimum x/cx ∈ T
If cx ≤ R
T ← T − x/cx
S ← S − (x+ i/cx + ci − 1)∀i
R← R− cx
else go to step 3
Step3
Find out |T |
if |T | = K stop else take K = N − 1 and go to step 1
7- Conclusion
We have solved the clique problem in polynomial time. Clique problem
has reduction from 3-CNF Satisfiability Problem and it has a reduction to the
Vertex Cover Problem also [14]. Therefore the same algorithm applies to these
two problems also.
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#include<malloc.h>
#include<conio.h>
#include<stdio.h>
struct t
{
char name[2];
int cost;
struct t *ptr;
};
struct s
{
char name[4];
int cost;
struct s *ptr;
};
typedef struct t T;
typedef struct s S;
T *temp_T, *first_T, *curr_T;
S *temp_S, *first_S, *curr_S;
int R;
char x;
void Sort_S();
void Update_S(S *);
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void Update_T_2(char []);
void Update_T_1(int);
void Update_S_2();
int Min_T();
int MOD_T();
void Print_T();
void Print_S();
void main()
{
int T_n,S_n,i, min_cost, elements;
T *pos;
S *next;
clrscr();
first_T=NULL;
first_T=NULL;
printf("Enter no. of elements in set T :");
scanf("%d",&T_n);
for(i=0;i<T_n;i++)
{
temp_T=(T*)malloc(sizeof(T));
printf("\n\nEnter name of node: ");
scanf("%s",temp_T->name);
printf("\nEnter interdiction cost: ");
scanf("%d",&temp_T->cost);
temp_T->ptr=NULL;
if(first_T==NULL)
first_T=curr_T=temp_T;
else
{
curr_T->ptr=temp_T;
curr_T=temp_T;
}
fflush(stdin);
}
printf("\n\nEnter no. of elements in set S :");
scanf("%d",&S_n);
for(i=0;i<S_n;i++)
{
temp_S=(S*)malloc(sizeof(S));
printf("\n\nEnter name of node (in ’a+b’ form): ");
scanf("%s",temp_S->name);
printf("\nEnter interdiction cost: ");
scanf("%d",&temp_S->cost);
temp_S->ptr=NULL;
if(first_S==NULL)
first_S=curr_S=temp_S;
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else
{
curr_S->ptr=temp_S;
curr_S=temp_S;
}
fflush(stdin);
}
printf("\nEnter the interdiction budget R: ");
scanf("%d",&R);
Sort_S();
next=first_S;
while(1)
{
if(next->cost<=R)
{
Update_S(next);
Update_T_2(next->name);
R=R-next->cost;
}
else
{
min_cost=Min_T();
if(min_cost<=R)
{
Update_T_1(min_cost);
Update_S_2();
R=R-min_cost;
}
else
break;
}
}
elements=MOD_T();
clrscr();
printf("\n\nRESULT OF ALGORITHM");
printf("\n********************");
printf("\n\n|T| i.e. Maximum Flow=%d",elements);
printf("\n\nT=");
Print_T();
printf("\n\nS=");
Print_S();
getch();
}
void Sort_S()
{
int temp_cost,done=0;
char temp_name[4];
S *n;
while(!done)
12
{done=1;
n=first_S;
while(n->ptr)
{
if(n->cost>n->ptr->cost)
{
done=0;
temp_cost=n->cost;
n->cost=n->ptr->cost;
n->ptr->cost=temp_cost;
strcpy(temp_name,n->name);
strcpy(n->name,n->ptr->name);
strcpy(n->ptr->name,temp_name);
}
n=n->ptr;
}
}
}
void Update_S(S *p)
{
first_S=p->ptr;
}
void Update_S_2()
{
S *temp, *prev;
temp=prev=first_S;
while(temp!=NULL)
{
if((temp->name[0]==x)||(temp->name[2]==x))
{
if(temp==first_S)
{
first_S=temp->ptr;
temp=prev=first_S;
}
else
{
prev->ptr=temp->ptr;
temp=temp->ptr;
}
}
else
{
if(temp==first_S)
{
prev=first_S;
temp=temp->ptr;
}
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else
{
prev=temp;
temp=temp->ptr;
}
}
}
}
void Update_T_2(char s[4])
{
T *curr,*prev;
int f1=0, f2=0;
curr=prev=first_T;
while(curr!=NULL)
{
if(curr->name[0]==s[0])
{
if(first_T==curr)
{
first_T=curr->ptr;
curr=first_T;
prev=curr;
f1=1;
}
else
{
prev->ptr=curr->ptr;
curr=prev->ptr;
f1=1;
}
}
else if(curr->name[0]==s[2])
{
if(first_T==curr)
{
first_T=curr->ptr;
curr=first_T;
prev=curr;
f2=1;
}
else
{
prev->ptr=curr->ptr;
curr=prev->ptr;
f2=1;
}
}
else
{
prev=curr;
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curr=curr->ptr;
}
if(f1==1&&f2==1)
break;
}
}
void Update_T_1(int min)
{
T *temp, *prev;
temp=prev=first_T;
while(1)
{
if(temp->cost==min)
{
if(temp==first_T)
{
x=temp->name[0];
first_T=temp->ptr;
break;
}
else
{
x=temp->name[0];
prev->ptr=temp->ptr;
break;
}
}
else
{
prev=temp;
temp=temp->ptr;
}
}
}
int Min_T()
{
int min;
T *temp;
temp=first_T;
min=temp->cost;
while(temp!=NULL)
{
if(temp->cost<min)
{
min=temp->cost;
}
temp=temp->ptr;
}
return min;
}
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int MOD_T()
{
T *temp;
int count=0;
temp=first_T;
while(temp!=NULL)
{
count++;
temp=temp->ptr;
}
return count;
}
void Print_T()
{
T *temp;
temp=first_T;
while(temp!=NULL)
{
printf("%s/%d ",temp->name,temp->cost);
temp=temp->ptr;
}
}
void Print_S()
{
S *temp;
temp=first_S;
while(temp!=NULL)
{
printf("%s/%d ",temp->name,temp->cost);
temp=temp->ptr;
}
}
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